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Summary

Population genetics theory predicts that differences in breeding systems should be an important
factor in the dynamics of selfish genetic elements, because of different intensities of selection on both
hosts and elements. We examined population frequencies of transposable elements (TEs) in natural
populations of the self-fertilizing nematode Caenorhabditis elegans and its outcrossing relative
Caenorhabditis remanei. We identified a Tc1-like class of elements in the C. remanei genome with
homology to the terminal inverted repeats of the C. elegans Tc1 transposon, which we name
mTcre1. We measured levels of insertion polymorphism for all 32 Tc1 elements present in the
genome sequence of the C. elegans N2 strain, and 16 mTcre1 elements from the genome sequence of
the C. remanei PB4641 strain. We show that transposons are less polymorphic and segregate at
higher frequencies in C. elegans compared with C. remanei. Estimates of the intensity of selection
based on the population frequencies of polymorphic elements suggest that transposons are
selectively neutral in C. elegans, but subject to purifying selection in C. remanei. These results are
consistent with a reduced efficacy of natural selection against TEs in selfing populations, but may in
part be explained by non-equilibrium TE dynamics.

1. Introduction

The selfish DNA hypothesis proposes that the abun-
dance of transposable elements (TEs) in natural popu-
lations of their hosts is the consequence of a balance
between the proliferation of elements by transposition
and natural selection acting to remove insertions from
the population (Doolittle & Sapienza, 1980; Orgel &
Crick, 1980). Accordingly, any factor that modulates
the strength of selection or rates of transposition
should have an important effect on the distribution
and dynamics of element insertions. At the genomic
level, the impact of differences in the efficacy of selec-
tion on the patterning of TEs can be seen in the gen-
omes of many organisms, and elements have been

found to accumulate differentially among chromoso-
mal regions in association with recombination rate
differences (Charlesworth & Langley, 1989; Duret
et al., 2000; Boissinot et al., 2001; Bartolomé et al.,
2002; Rizzon et al., 2002, 2003), base composition
patterns (Lander et al., 2001) and gene density
(Medstrand et al., 2002).

At the population level, a potentially important
factor for TE dynamics is the host breeding system
(Hickey, 1982; Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1995;
Wright & Schoen, 1999; Morgan, 2001). When popu-
lations do not mate randomly, elements can be
affected in a number of ways with different expected
consequences. Self-fertilization can lead to element ac-
cumulation, because inbreeding reduces the effective
population size experienced by the host, and smaller
populations tend to accumulate more elements
(Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1983; Brookfield &
Badge, 1997; Wright & Schoen, 1999; Morgan, 2001).
In an inbreeding population, insertions will also tend
to become homozygous: If the deleterious effects of
TEs are caused by ectopic recombination between
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dispersed, heterozygous insertions (Montgomery
et al., 1991), selection may be more effective in out-
crossing populations. But selfing can also lead to the
containment of TEs, and if individual insertions are
harmful because they disrupt genes (Finnegan, 1992),
inbreeding should enhance the efficacy of natural
selection against TEs because of higher homozygosity
(Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1995). In addition,
the complete stochastic loss of elements in small, self-
fertilizing populations is also possible (Wright &
Schoen, 1999; Morgan, 2001). A final effect of selfing
is that lower levels of genetic exchange in inbred hosts
might influence the evolution of transposition rates
themselves, leading to conditions favouring TEs that
reduce their own activity levels (Charlesworth &
Langley, 1986; Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 1995).

Comparisons of the population frequencies of TEs
in natural populations have been performed within
and between many animal species, including fruitflies
(Charlesworth & Langley, 1989; Petrov et al., 2003;
Bartolomé & Maside, 2004; Franchini et al., 2004),
mosquitoes (O’Brochta et al., 2006; Boulesteix et al.,
2007), midges (Zampicinini et al., 2004), several fish
species (Takasaki et al., 1997; Duvernell & Turner,
1999; Neafsey et al., 2004) and humans (Batzer &
Deininger, 2002; Bennett et al., 2004). These studies
have shed light on the selective constraints exper-
ienced by TEs, but, to date, the only empirical in-
vestigations of the effects of breeding systems on TE
dynamics have focused on closely related self- and
cross-pollinating plant species (Wright et al., 2001;
Tam et al., 2007). Both of these studies found a sig-
nificant effect of the breeding system – insertion poly-
morphism levels were lower and individual elements
segregated at higher frequencies in self-fertilizing
species. Whether these conclusions apply to TEs in
selfing populations more generally remains to be seen.

In the present study, we perform the first systematic
survey of TE frequencies in two species of the nema-
tode genus Caenorhabditis – the model organism
Caenorhabditis elegans, which reproduces primarily as
a self-fertilizing hermaphrodite, and the related out-
crossing species, Caenorhabditis remanei – and test the
role of breeding systems in driving TE dynamics. TEs
make up about 12% of the C. elegans genome, with
the most active and best characterized being type II
DNA transposons of the Tc1/mariner superfamily
(see the review by Bessereau, 2006). These elements,
which are among the most widespread DNA trans-
posons (Plasterk et al., 1999), were named after the
superfamily’s two best-studied members: Tc1, the first
TE identified in C. elegans (Emmons et al., 1983; Liao
et al., 1983), and mariner, which was first described in
Drosophila mauritiana (Jacobson et al., 1986). These
transposons have highly diverged primary sequences,
but all Tc1/mariner elements probably derive from a
common ancestor, and they share many common

features including flanking terminal inverted repeats
(TIRs) and similar modes of transposition (Plasterk
et al., 1999). The genome of the canonical C. elegans
strain N2 contains 32 copies of Tc1 (Fischer et al.,
2003), but the copy number is strain-specific, and dif-
ferent wild strains harbour different numbers of Tc1
transposons, ranging from around 30 copies in most
strains to upwards of 300 copies in others (Emmons
et al., 1983; Liao et al., 1983; Egilmez et al., 1995;
Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997). Although these elements
do not show germline transposition in N2, they can
be activated in the germline by mutation of a single
gene in the N2 strain (Collins et al., 1987; Ketting
et al., 1999), activity can arise spontaneously in a non-
mutator strain (Babity et al., 1990), and some natural
isolates show high rates of germline activity (Emmons
et al., 1983; Eide & Anderson, 1985).

TheC. remanei genome ismuchmore poorly charac-
terized than that of C. elegans and, as such, much less
is known about its TEs. Nonetheless, sequences homo-
logous to Tc1 transposons are widely distributed
among nematodes (Moerman & Waterston, 1989),
polymorphic Tc1-like elements have been found seg-
regating in other nematode species (Hoekstra et al.,
1999), and probes designed for the C. elegans Tc1,
Tc2, and Tc3 elements hybridize weakly in C. remanei
(Abad et al., 1991). In addition, the associated species
Caenorhabditis briggsae, which is more closely related
to C. remanei than C. elegans, contains transposons
similar to Tc1, and these show polymorphic hybrid-
ization patterns (Harris et al., 1990). Here, we de-
scribe a class of Tc1-like transposons in C. remanei,
and examine both C. elegans and C. remanei for
transposon population frequencies – the degree to
which individual transposons segregate in natural
populations. We show that levels of insertion poly-
morphism significantly differ between the two species
and evaluate the possible role of mating system in
driving TE dynamics.

2. Materials and methods

(i) Transposable elements

The canonical N2 strain of C. elegans contains 32
copies of the Tc1 DNA transposon (Fischer et al.,
2003). We quantified the population frequencies for
each of these Tc1 elements in a global sample of
C. elegans strains. Transposon locations were taken
from the genomic positions identified by Fischer et al.
(2003). For C. remanei, we identified a homologous
class of transposons by using RepeatMasker (http://
www.repeatmasker.org) and the Tc1 and C. briggsae
Tcb1 sequences as the basis for Blastn queries of the
C. remanei genome draft 15.0.1 for strain PB4641,
which was sequenced using plasmid and fosmid li-
braries to a depth of 9.2r and assembled using the
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PCAPwhole-genome assembly program (Washington
University Genome Sequencing Center). The trans-
posons we describe are similar to Tc1 and Tcb1 in the
terminal regions, but they are smaller and may not be
autonomous, so we have called them mTcre1 el-
ements, where ‘m’ stands for miniature (N. Jiang,
personal communication) and ‘re ’ is an abbreviation
forC. remanei. We determined the consensus sequence
for mTcre1 transposons using BioEdit, and measured
the population frequencies for a random subset of
‘full-length’ elements.

(ii) Nematode populations and molecular methods

For C. elegans, we tested for the presence or absence
of all 32 of the Tc1 elements found in the N2 strain for
each of 39C. elegans strains, defined as isohermaphro-
dite lines from which we obtain single haplotypes
(Table 1). Thirty-one strains were chosen to provide
worldwide representation of geographic locations
where this species has been found, and an additional
eight strains were selected from a single sampling lo-
cality in Hermanville, France. Genetic diversity levels

at nuclear loci in Hermanville samples are similar to
those found on a global level (Barrière & Félix, 2005;
Cutter, 2006). For C. remanei, we quantified the pres-
ence or absence for 16 elements identified in PB4641
for the inbred strain SB146 and for 14 isofemale
strains from Wright State University Biological Pre-
serve in Dayton, OH, USA (Table 1). We selected
the strains from a single geographic locality for
C. remanei because this population of C. remanei does
not show deviation from demographic equilibrium,
and so this sample is likely to be representative of the
species (Cutter et al., 2006; Cutter, 2008).

For C. elegans, genomic DNA was isolated from
whole plates of worms with the Puregene DNA
Purification kit (D-7000A, Gentra Systems). For
C. remanei, we performed whole-genome amplifi-
cation of single males using the REPLI-g Mini kit
(Qiagen). Diluted aliquots of the DNA samples were
then used as templates for standard PCR reactions.
We used DNA from the sequenced strains of C. ele-
gans (N2) and C. remanei (PB4641) as positive con-
trols in our PCR amplification of Tc1 and mTcre1
elements, respectively.

Table 1. C. elegans and C. remanei strains used in the present study

Strains Location (nearest city) Source

C. elegans
N2 Bristol, UK CGC
AB1, AB4 Adelaide, Australia CGC
KR314 Vancouver, Canada CGC
PX174 Portland, OR, USA CGC
PS2025, CB4854 Altadena, CA, USA CGC
CB4855 Palo Alto, CA, USA CGC
CB4857 Claremont, CA, USA CGC
TR403 Madison, WI, USA CGC
CB4856 Hawaii, USA CGC
JU1088 Kakegawa, Japan MAF
JU1171 Concepcion, Chile MAF
LKC34 Madagascar MAF
ED3040 Johannesburg, South Africa ED
ED3046, ED3052 Ceres, South Africa ED
ED3057 Limuru, Kenya ED
ED3077 Nairobi, Kenya ED
JU258 Ribeiro Frio, Madeira, Portugal MAF
JU776, JU780, JU799 Lisbon, Portugal MAF
RC301 Freiburg, Germany CGC
MY1, MY2, MY6, MY12 Münster, Germany CGC
RW7000 Bergerac, France CGC
JU314, JU323 Merlet, France MAF
JU365 Franconville, France MAF
JU393, JU394, JU395, JU398,
JU400, JU402, JU407, JU439

Hermanville, France MAF

C. remanei
PB4641 Brooklyn, NY, USA CGC
SB146 Freiburg, Germany CGC
PB207, PB210, PB211, PB213, PB215, PB219,
PB242, PB243, PB244, PB247, PB249,
PB252, PB253, PB275

Dayton, OH, USA SB

CGC, Caenorhabditis Genetics Center ; MAF, Marie-Anne Félix; ED, Elie Dolgin; SB, Scott Baird.
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(iii) Population frequency assays

We determined the presence or absence of individual
transposon insertions in all strains using pairs of PCR
primers in the flanking regions on either side of the
transposon insertion sites, coupled with a third primer
matching an internal portion of the transposon se-
quence (e.g. Bartolomé & Maside, 2004). The PCRs
performed with flanking primers produce unique
sized bands that show whether the transposon is
present or absent, and the reactions with the internal
primers serve as additional tests to confirm transpo-
son presence. For C. elegans, a single internal primer
was used for a conserved region in 31 of the 32 Tc1
insertion sites, while a different internal primer was
used for clone C50H2, due to a 701-bp deletion in the
transposon (Fischer et al., 2003). For C. remanei,
PCR failure rates were higher, presumably due to
greater levels of nucleotide polymorphism, so we used
two sets of flanking primers and unique internal pri-
mers for most transposon insertion sites. We used
different combinations of primers until every strain
was successfully amplified. Primer sets were designed
for 21 mTcre1 insertions in PB4641, but for five of
these, only the positive control (PB4641) worked for
any primer combination. Consequently, we restrict
our analysis to the 16 mTcre1 insertion sites that
yielded interpretable data. The primer sequences are
provided in supplementary Table S1.

Due to high levels of somatic transposition
(Emmons & Yesner, 1984), we could not differentiate
homozygotes and heterozygotes when an insertionwas
detected. As a result, transposon presence functioned
as a dominant marker. For C. elegans, we calculated
the population frequencies by assuming that all trans-
posons are homozygous, owing to the high degree of
selfing. Therefore, the frequency of each transposon is
simply equal to the number of strains for which the
insertion was detected, divided by the total number of
strains (excluding N2). For C. remanei, we first dis-
criminated between X-linked vs. autosomal insertions
by inferring the chromosomal location of each in-
sertion using Blastn of the unique flanking regions
against the 2005 preliminary assembly of the C. re-
manei genome in Wormbase (http://www.wormbase.
org). Based on wobble-aware bulk aligner (WABA)
alignments of the resulting C. remanei contigs to the
C. elegans genome, we then inferred the likely syntenic
chromosome. Because we used single male DNA
preparations for C. remanei, heterozygosity of X-
linked insertions is not possible, so the frequency of
such mTcre1 insertions is simply the observed popu-
lation frequency. For autosomal insertions, we as-
sumed randommating, which seems to be appropriate
for the Ohio sample (Cutter et al., 2006; Cutter,
2008), and calculated the frequency of each trans-
poson according to Hardy–Weinberg expectations as

one minus the square root of the frequency of strains
that lacked the insertion. Frequency calculations were
restricted to the 14 Ohio samples, with the inbred
SB146 strain excluded from the analysis.

(iv) Estimating the strength of selection

We used the diffusion approximation methods de-
rived by Petrov et al. (2003) to estimate the prob-
ability that an insertion is at a particular population
frequency, and calculated a maximum likelihood es-
timate of the selection coefficient acting on the trans-
posons. We calculated 95% confidence intervals
around the maximum likelihood scores to obtain
measures of the intensity of natural selection, Nes,
assuming semi-dominance (i.e. h=0.5), effective
population sizes of 104 and 106 for C. elegans and
C. remanei, respectively (Cutter, 2006, 2008; Cutter
et al., 2006), and that all transposons have indepen-
dent effects and are subject to the same strength of
selection, s. Qualitative conclusions were unaffected
by increasing or decreasing the effective population
sizes one order of magnitude (results not shown). This
analysis only considers segregating elements (i.e. not
fixed) and, by using posterior probability functions,
accounts for the fact that, by only studying insertions
present in the reference sequenced strain, we have pre-
sampled transposons in proportion to their popu-
lation frequencies (Petrov et al., 2003). For C. elegans,
the analysis was done for the entire collection of 39
strains, for the 8 strains from Hermanville on their
own, and for 30 random ‘scattered sample’ subsets
with a single strain selected from each geographic
location (23 strains in total). This subsampling ap-
proach of taking a single strain from each locality
may approximate a homogeneouslymixing population
for a large number of localities connected by mi-
gration (Wakeley, 2003; Cutter, 2006; Matsen &
Wakeley, 2006). For C. remanei, the analysis was
limited to the Ohio population.

This analysis assumes a large number of indepen-
dently segregating insertions at transposition–selec-
tion balance. To test this, we measured the level of
neutral nucleotide diversity among Tc1 transposons
within the genome of the canonical N2 strain and
total nucleotide diversity among ‘full-length’ mTcre1
transposons within the PB4641 C. remanei genome
using DnaSP 4.10.9 (Rozas et al., 2003). At copy
number equilibrium, population genetic theory pre-
dicts that the level of neutral nucleotide diversity
among active transposons is equal to 4NeLm, where m
is the neutral mutation rate, L is the average number
of active transposons per haploid genome and 2NeL is
the effective population size of the transposon family
(Brookfield, 1986; Sánchez-Garcia et al., 2005).
Therefore, silent site diversity between transposons is
expected to equal the average haploid copy number
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multiplied by the average genomic silent-site diversity,
assuming that the mutation rate in transposons is
similar to that of the genome as a whole (Brookfield,
1986). We also measured levels of linkage disequili-
brium among transposons for the 39C. elegans strains
(excluding N2) and for the 14 Ohio C. remanei strains,
using the squared correlation between pairs of
sites (r2). Because our sample size, n, for each species
is small, the effective population size multiplied by
the recombination rate is expected to be much greater
than the sample size, and the expected linkage dis-
equilibrium, E(r2)B1/n (Weir & Hill, 1980). There-
fore, we subtract 1/n from our r2-values, and
compare deviations from expectations for the two
species.

With the well-annotated genome of C. elegans, we
also tested for correlations between the population
frequency of Tc1 transposons and various aspects
of the genomic environment: local recombination
rate, gene density, transposon polymorphism levels
[single nucleotide polymorphism (SNPs) and indels],
and whether the transposon is inserted in an intron.
Recombination rates based on the nearest ten loci
were taken from Cutter & Payseur (2003), the num-
bers of SNPs and indels were obtained from Fischer
et al. (2003), and gene density estimates and whether
the transposon was found in an intron were deter-
mined using Wormbase (http://www.wormbase.org).

3. Results

(i) C. remanei transposons

We identified a class of transposons, which we refer to
as mTcre1 transposons, exhibiting high sequence
similarity to the ends of the TIRs of Tc1 and Tcb1
elements. Figure 1 shows the consensus mTcre1 se-
quence, which matches 17 of the outer 18 bp in the
TIR of Tc1, and 30 of the outer 31 bp in the Tcb1
sequence. The mTcre1 elements have longer TIRs and
a shorter total length than either Tc1 or Tcb1. The
unique 86 bp internal sequence is probably too short
to contain an open reading frame; however, the con-
served portion of the TIRs probably contains a
transposase binding site, because the Tc1 transposase
binding site was identified within the outer portion of
the Tc1 inverted repeats (Vos & Plasterk, 1994). In
this way, mTcre1 elements might more closely re-
semble other Tc-family transposons such asC. elegans
Tc7 elements, which are shorter than Tc1 and rely on
Tc1-derived transposase activity (Rezsohazy et al.,
1997). Furthermore, mTcre1 elements are flanked by
TA dinucleotides, just like Tc1 and Tcb1, which pre-
sumably result from target site sequence duplication
upon integration (van Luenen et al., 1994). We
identified 81 mTcre1 transposons in total, inferred
from similarity to the TIRs, although this is probably
an underestimate of the true number of mTcre1

ta cagtactggccataaagaatgcgacacttgcagtttttagttgaaaa

tggtcaactttgtgactgtgacacggcctccctgatagtctcacaatatt

gattgtttatggagtgtatagatcacaaatagagcttcatttttgtagtt

gacaacttttttgtacgggcacatcctaagaagtta tcaatcgtcaaag

aaatttctcgcaattgttgccctttttcagtgctaaaaggagagattttt

gagctgtttacattgactgcctg taacttcttaggatgtgcccgtacaa

aaaagttgtcaactacaaaaatgaagctctatttgtgatctatacactcc

ataaacaatcaatattgtgagactatcagggaggccgtgtcacactcaca

aagttgaccattttcaactaaaaactgcaagtgtcgcattctttatggcc

agtactg ta

47

97

147
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395

445

1

452
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Tc1

Tcb1
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AT TA
186 bp 186 bp
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AT TA

452 bp

1610 bp

1616 bp
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Fig. 1. (A) Consensus nucleotide sequence of the mTcre1 C. remanei transposon, with the TIRs shown in boxes. (B)
Schematic representation of mTcre1 showing homology to Tc1, Tcb1 and Tc7. Arrows represent the TIRs, with the shaded
areas corresponding to regions of sequence similarity.
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Strains F59C6 T27F6 ZC334 Y39F10A T07D3 ZK250 R03H10 F18C5 C28F5 T21B4 Y46G5A Y48C3A Y48G9A Y37D8A Y69A2AR ZK1251 C48D1 Y73F8A T10B5 T10B5 T28A11 T22F3 B0213 C50H2 ZK856 C03E10 F35E8 C31A11 Y94A7B Y51A2C R173 F08G12

N2 1
AB1 0.91
AB4 0.84
KR314 0.72
PX174 0.84
PS2025 0.84
CB4854 0.84
CB4855 0.78
CB4857 0.59
TR403 0.97
CB4856 0.69
JU1088 0.78
JU1171 0.78
LKC34 0.84
ED3040 0.78
ED3046 0.72
ED3052 0.78
ED3057 0.78
ED3077 0.81
JU258 0.66
JU776 0.63
JU780 0.78
JU799 0.56
RC301 0.84
MY1 0.81
MY2 0.84
MY6 0.78
MY12 0.72
RW7000 0.94
JU314 0.84
JU323 0.75
JU365 0.88
JU393 0.75
JU394 0.88
JU395 0.84
JU398 0.88
JU400 0.94
JU402 0.84
JU407 0.97
JU439 0.81

Frequency 1 0 .6 9 1 0.67 0.85 0.56 0.92 1 0 .1 8 0 .6 4 0 .23 0.85 1 1 0.49 0.97 0.9 7 1 0.67 1 0.9 2 1 0.95 0.95 0.9 5 0 .95 0.36 0.87 0.69 0.46 0.8 5 1

Fraction
present

V XI I I III IV

I X

Strains 238 39 71 111 55 80 237 776 920 951 2 2 1 3 7 5 4 294 27

PB4641 1
SB146 0.6 9
PB207 0.2 5
PB210 0.5 0
PB211 0.3 1
PB213 0.6 3
PB215 0.3 8
PB219 0.3 8
PB242 0.5 0
PB243 0.3 8
PB244 0.4 4
PB247 0.6 9
PB249 0.6 3
PB252 0.4 4
PB253 0.3 1
PB275 0.6 3

Frequency 0.29 0.04 0.29 1 0 .2 0 0 .15 0.07 0.07 0.15 0.29 0.62 0.29 0.62 0.2 0 0 .20 0.6 4

Fraction
present

VIIIII      IV

Fig. 2. For legend see opposite page.
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elements in the PB4641 genome. Of these, 80% are
‘full-length’ (i.e. similar in length to the consensus
mTcre1 sequence), 11% contain large (>100 bp) de-
letions and 9% have complex insertions making them
at least 400 bp larger.

(ii) Transposon population frequencies

Whether each transposon was present or absent in
all the strains tested is shown in Fig. 2. Individual
C. elegans strains were significantly more likely than
C. remanei strains to harbour the transposons tested
(Mann–Whitney U=568.5, P<10x6) ; on average,
y80% of the 32 Tc1 transposons found in N2 were
present in any given wild strain of C. elegans, while
C. remanei strains only had around half of the mTcre1
elements detected in PB4641. The population fre-
quencies of transposons were also much higher for
Tc1 elements in C. elegans than for mTcre1 elements
in C. remanei (Mann–Whitney U=454.5, P<10x6),
as the frequency spectrum was skewed towards high-
frequency elements in C. elegans (Fig. 3). A greater
proportion of insertions was fixed for Tc1 (9 of 32
elements) than for mTcre1 (1 of 16), although this
difference was not statistically significant (Fisher’s
Exact Test, P=0.13). For C. elegans, the population
frequency of Tc1 transposons did not correlate
with recombination rate, gene density, polymorphism
levels or whether the transposon was found in an
intron (all Spearman’s |r|<0.20, P>0.30). The pres-
ence/absence status of transposons also showed no
strong signature of geographic structuring in
C. elegans, consistent with other studies of genetic
diversity (Denver et al., 2003; Barrière & Félix,
2005; Haber et al., 2005; Cutter, 2006; Dolgin et al.,
2008).

(iii) Strength of selection

Using the observed population frequency distribu-
tions of polymorphic transposons to estimate the
maximum likelihood strength of selection, we found
evidence for purifying selection (Nes<0) inC. remanei
but not in C. elegans. For mTcre1 elements in
C. remanei, Nes=x2.2 (95% confidence interval :
x3.9fNesfx0.6). In contrast, when considering all
C. elegans strains tested for Tc1 elements, Nes=5.9
(1.3fNesf27.3), suggesting that Tc1 elements are
subject to positive selection in C. elegans. This seems

unlikely, however, because Tc1 transposons cause
large mutagenic effects when transpositionally active
in the germline (Plasterk & van Luenen, 1997; Bégin
& Schoen, 2006, 2007).

The positive Nes value for C. elegans arises from
the large number of high-frequency transposons (see
Fig. 3), which could be an artefact of population
structure if many strains shared a recent N2-like
common ancestor. To attempt to remove the effects of
population subdivision, we created random subsets of
‘scattered samples’ with only a single strain from each
geographic locality (Wakeley, 2003; Cutter, 2006;
Matsen & Wakeley, 2006). This analysis gave an av-
erage strength of selection, NesB4. However, hetero-
geneity between strains from the same location led
to 95% confidence intervals for different scattered
random subsets to imply no significant difference
from neutrality in 7 of 30 subsets, and positive selec-
tion in the remaining 23. Overall, the range of lower
95% confidence intervals for the 30 random scattered
subsamples spanned the range x0.2 to 1.1. Con-
sidering just the eight strains from a single locality in
Hermanville, France, we found no significant differ-
ence from neutrality: Nes=1.5 (x1.1fNesf16.8).
Further, the lack of evidence for purifying selection in
C. elegans is not an artefact of the assumption of com-
plete homozygosity. If we assume Hardy–Weinberg

Fig. 2. Transposon frequencies for C. elegans (A) and C. remanei (B). Dark squares indicate presence and white squares
indicate absence of the transposon. Population frequencies of each transposon calculated for the 39 C. elegans strains
(excluding N2) and for the 14 Ohio C. remanei strains are shown along the bottom; the fraction of elements found for
each strain is shown along the right ; and the position of each transposon, denoted by the clone (C. elegans) or supercontig
(C. remanei) and the linkage group, is shown along the top. For C. remanei supercontig 951, the WABA alignment was
inconclusive between linkage groups IV and V.
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ratios of allele frequencies, as we did for C. remanei,
we still observe no significant departure from neutral
expectations when considering all 39 strains :Nes=0.3
(x1.1fNesf2.8).

The maximum likelihood method for calculating
the strength of selection assumes that transposons
are at copy number equilibrium. To evaluate this as-
sumption, we contrasted predictions of nucleotide
diversity and linkage disequilibrium with observed
values (see the ‘Materials and Methods’ section). For
C. remanei, total nucleotide diversity among ‘full-
length’ mTcre1 elements in the PB4641 genome was
p=18.2% and h=21.3%. These diversity measures
include parts of the transposon that might experience
selection, including the inverted repeats and conserved
region, so silent site diversity is presumably even
greater. Nonetheless, these values are much greater
than the 3.6–4.7% overall silent-site diversity for
C. remanei (Cutter et al., 2006; Cutter, 2008), consist-
ent with equilibrium expectations (Brookfield, 1986).
In contrast, we found that nucleotide diversity at si-
lent sites among the 32 C. elegans Tc1 elements in the
N2 genome was psi=0.19% and hsi=0.76%. These
values are similar to the overall silent-site diversity of
0.2–0.3% (Cutter, 2006), and not y30r greater as
predicted by equilibrium theory (Brookfield, 1986).
Furthermore, this analysis may be conservative as
extra rounds of DNA replication during transposition
could enhance the nucleotide mutation rate of TEs
above that of the rest of the host’s genome. We also
found Tajima’s D=x1.89 (P<0.05), indicating an
excess of low-frequency variants among Tc1 elements,
and the mean deviation of linkage disequilibrium
from expectation was greater for C. elegans : 0.056
between all pairs of sites and 0.112 for intrachromo-
somal comparisons, compared with r2-deviations for
C. remanei of 0.025 and 0.010, respectively. A greater
proportion of r2-values was also significant by
Fisher’s exact tests in C. elegans than C. remanei
(Fisher’s exact test between species, P=0.002).
Together, these measures all suggest that the as-
sumption of copy number equilibrium might be vio-
lated for C. elegans.

4. Discussion

Phylogenetic evidence indicates that the ancestor of
C. elegans was obligately outcrossing with separate
male and female individuals (Kiontke & Fitch, 2005).
Thus, C. remanei provides a useful proxy for the an-
cestral state of C. elegans, and comparisons between
the two species provide a way of detecting changes in
the evolutionary pressures experienced by C. elegans
upon adopting a self-fertilizing breeding system.
Analyses of sequence polymorphism show that
C. elegans has much lower levels of genetic variation
than C. remanei (Graustein et al., 2002; Jovelin et al.,

2003; Haag & Ackerman, 2005; Cutter, 2006, 2008;
Cutter et al., 2006). C. remanei also suffers from much
stronger inbreeding depression thanC. elegans (Dolgin
et al., 2007), and the two species display very different
mating behaviours (Chasnov et al., 2007; Garcia et al.,
2007). Here, we show that natural populations of
C. elegans and C. remanei also show markedly differ-
ent transposon frequency distributions. The greater
proportion of polymorphic insertions in C. remanei
segregating at lower population frequencies com-
pared with C. elegans is consistent with an important
role of breeding systems contributing to the control of
transposon dynamics in natural populations, and
with other comparative studies of TEs in the plant
genera Arabidopsis (Wright et al., 2001) and Solanum
(Tam et al., 2007).

The estimates of Nes reveal distinctly different in-
tensities of natural selection against transposons in
C. elegans and C. remanei. We found signs of purify-
ing selection against element mTcre1 insertions in
C. remanei, as indicated by negative Nes values, but
no such evidence for Tc1 elements in C. elegans. It
should be noted, however, that the elements examined
in each species are not strictly homologous, which
could potentially influence the contrast of TE poly-
morphism patterns between the two species. Since the
unique internal sequence of mTcre1 elements prob-
ably does not contain an open reading frame, these
transposons are probably not autonomous and might
experience different dynamics from the autonomous
Tc1 elements. However, one would expect non-
autonomous elements to be less mobile, and thus
more likely to be fixed or at high frequencies
(Bartolomé & Maside, 2004), whereas we see the op-
posite result. This potential innate difference between
the elements would make our species contrast con-
servative. Alternatively, selection for self-regulation
in selfing lineages could drive lower transposition
rates in C. elegans (Charlesworth & Langley, 1986),
or the effective transposition rate might be lower in
C. elegans if transposons cannot easily invade and
spread into different genetic backgrounds with self-
fertilization. If transposition rates are lower for Tc1
elements than for mTcre1 elements, fewer elements
would be of recent origin in C. elegans, and popu-
lation frequencies could be skewed upwards. In
C. remanei, on the other hand, if selection effectively
removes most elements, we might expect only to find
either newly transposed elements at low frequencies
or to observe old insertions that achieved high fre-
quencies by drift. This would be consistent with the
somewhat bimodal distribution for mTcre1 elements
seen in Fig. 3.

At first sight, our analysis of the intensity of selec-
tion suggests neutrality or positive selection for Tc1
elements in C. elegans. Although TEs in general can
sometimes be beneficial (Kidwell & Lisch, 2001;
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Schlenke & Begun, 2004), this is unlikely to be gen-
erally true for Tc1 elements, which are known to cause
strong deleterious mutational effects (Plasterk & van
Luenen, 1997; Bégin & Schoen, 2006, 2007). What
might bias Nes estimates for C. elegans? One possi-
bility is violation of the assumption of copy number
equilibrium required by the maximum likelihood
method used for calculating the intensity of selection,
as estimates of nucleotide diversity are lower than
equilibrium predictions. However, the low estimates
of genetic diversity between insertions in N2 could
potentially result from gene conversion among Tc1
elements, thus biasing the molecular diversity esti-
mates. The observation that Tc1 elements can acquire
the sequence of other Tc1 elements elsewhere in the
genome suggests that there might be continuous ex-
change of sequence information between individual
insertions (Fischer et al., 2003). But if between el-
ements gene conversion is unbiased, theory shows
that this should not affect diversity measures (Ohta,
1985; Slatkin, 1985). We cannot exclude the possi-
bility that gene conversion is biased, which could re-
duce diversity. However, there is no reason why this
should cause the excess of low-frequency variants that
we detected as a negative Tajima’s D, because gene
conversion would introduce variants randomly across
the genealogy (Marais, 2003).

The greater proportion of sites in linkage dis-
equilibrium in C. elegans also suggests that the as-
sumption of independence between insertions might
be violated; although it is interesting to note that the
levels of linkage disequilibrium reported here between
TEs are much lower than the estimates of linkage
disequilibrium in C. elegans from sequence data
(Cutter, 2006, 2008; Cutter et al., 2006) or other
molecular markers (Barrière & Félix, 2005, 2007;
Haber et al., 2005). This could reflect a difference in
timescale between transposons and other mutational
processes. If transposition rates greatly exceed mu-
tation rates, then transposon insertions will tend to be
more recent, making them more likely to be indepen-
dent of each other. This idea is supported by the sig-
nificantly negative value for Tajima’s D, which is also
consistent with a recent burst of transposition
(Sánchez-Garcia et al., 2005). However, this would
then imply that strains lacking germline Tc1 activity
only recently acquired suppressors of transposition
(Collins et al., 1987; Babity et al., 1990; Mori et al.,
1990), and the presence of numerous fixed and high-
frequency transposons indicates that many insertions
preceded strain divergence. If we compare silent-site
diversity among Tc1 elements from the N2 strain be-
tween fixed and near-fixed (o95% population fre-
quency) insertions with polymorphic insertions, we
observe a nearly two-fold difference in diversity levels
(fixed/near-fixed: psi=0.31% and hsi=0.73%; poly-
morphic : psi=0.17% and hsi=0.41%), further

suggesting that the high-frequency elements are more
ancient. One explanation for this pattern is that there
was a period of transpositional activity in the past,
with the resulting insertions drifting to high fre-
quencies or fixation, and the lower frequency TEs
seen in our study represent a more recent period of
activity. This resembles the pattern seen in Drosophila
melanogaster (Bartolomé & Maside, 2004).

One scenario to explain the high number of fixed
or near-fixed insertions across all chromosomes in
C. elegans is that a nearly genome-wide selective
sweep of an N2-like genotype with low levels of ex-
cision occurred in a number of strains. Such an event,
however, would be unlikely to account for around
half the insertions that show intermediate frequencies.
Further, the complete lack of low-frequency (<20%)
insertions in C. elegans, compared with around half
the elements with low frequencies in C. remanei (see
Fig. 3), suggests that the observed pattern is more
likely to reflect differences in selection pressures be-
tween the species. Therefore, we caution against draw-
ing strong conclusions from the positive estimates of
selection for C. elegans from this analysis, because of
the likelihood that population demographic processes
might skew the transposon frequency spectrum. Ra-
ther, we argue that segregating Tc1 elements are
probably selectively neutral, as seen in the analysis of
the Hermanville population and some of the scattered
samples.

Two main factors may be involved in causing the
observed differences in transposon profiles. First, the
skewed distribution in C. elegans towards high-fre-
quency elements suggests a reduction in the efficacy of
purifying selection in selfing lineages, due to a smaller
effective population size (Wright & Schoen, 1999;
Morgan, 2001). New transposons may persist longer
in a polymorphic state in C. remanei and selection
should be more efficient at eliminating them, because
its effective population size is estimated to be two
orders of magnitude larger than that of C. elegans
(Cutter, 2006, 2008; Cutter et al., 2006). Assuming
that transposons have similar selective effects in both
species, such large population size differences could
explain the different Nes estimates. But transposons
could experience different selective regimes due to dif-
ferences in levels of homozygosity between the breed-
ing systems. When homozygous and heterozygous
insertions have distinct fitness effects, changes in self-
ing rate can have dramatic effects on TE dynamics
(Wright & Schoen, 1999; Morgan, 2001). Under the
ectopic exchangemodel, selection against homozygous
insertions is expected to be weak or null, whereas
under the deleterious insertion model, selection will
be strongest against homozygous insertions (see the
review by Nuzhdin, 1999). Heterozygosity levels in
C. elegans are typically very low (Barrière & Félix,
2005, 2007; but see Sivasundar & Hey, 2005),
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suggesting that most insertions will be in a homo-
zygous state, which would reduce the opportunity for
ectopic pairing (Montgomery et al., 1991). Therefore,
a second explanation for the high population fre-
quencies of elements in C. elegans is that selection is
weaker against the greater proportion of homozygous
insertions, as predicted by the ectopic exchangemodel.

Previous studies of polymorphic Tc1 elements in
C. elegans have compared the canonical N2 strains
with only a limited number of natural isolates
(Emmons et al., 1983; Liao et al., 1983; Eide &
Anderson, 1985; Harris & Rose, 1989; Egilmez et al.,
1995; Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997). Here, we studied
C. elegans strains representing a complete global
sampling covering all six major continents where
C. elegans has been found, as well as a number of
strains derived from a single geographic locality.
Nevertheless, we observe many similarities in our
dataset to those observed earlier for only a handful of
strains. Egilmez et al. (1995) assessed Tc1-site occu-
pancy among five strains, including N2, and found
that 20 of the 32 Tc1 insertions in N2 were common to
all five strains. With our larger sample of 40 strains,
we also observed high numbers of fixed insertions
(9 of 32). Following the observation that the Bergerac
strain had active germline transposition and many
times more Tc1 elements than N2 (Emmons et al.,
1983; Liao et al., 1983), much of the focus on de-
scribing natural variation in Tc1 elements has been
on characterizing strains as either ‘ low-copy’ (y30
elements) or ‘high-copy’ (>300 elements) strains. We
have not quantified copy numbers in the present
study, and not all the strains used have been charac-
terized previously for transposon abundance, but it is
interesting to note that the two high-copy strains
identified previously, RW7000/Bergerac and TR403
(Egilmez et al., 1995; Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997),
were also among the strains containing the highest
fraction of insertions present (see Fig. 2A). This con-
firms previous findings that nearly all of the Tc1 el-
ements in N2 are in the same location in the high-copy
Bergerac strain (Harris & Rose, 1989).

An outstanding question that cannot be answered
by our method is how the total numbers of transpo-
sons in natural isolates compare within and between
the two species. In C. elegans, Tc1 copy number ran-
ges an order of magnitude between wild strains
(Egilmez et al., 1995; Hodgkin & Doniach, 1997). In
a single C. remanei genome (PB4641), we identified 81
mTcre1 elements by bioinformatics approaches, al-
though this is likely to underestimate the true copy
number, and we do not know how copy numbers vary
among strains. Furthermore, it is unclear how biolo-
gically relevant it is to compare the total genomic
abundance of Tc1 and mTcre1 elements if they are not
homologous. Previous studies in related self- and
cross-pollinating plant species similarly found that

outcrossing species consistently showed lower popu-
lation frequencies of elements (Wright et al., 2001;
Tam et al., 2007), but not of element copy number.
Whereas self-fertilizingArabidopsis had slightly higher
copy numbers of DNA transposons than outcrossing
species (Wright et al., 2001), no relationship was found
between retrotransposon number and breeding sys-
tem among related tomato species (Tam et al., 2007).
Additional comparisons of TEs in other closely re-
lated species or using other TE families should help
illuminate the effect of breeding system on total ab-
undance. For Caenorhabditis, more work is needed to
characterize and quantify transposons in C. remanei
in particular.

The results presented here support a role of breed-
ing systems in driving TE dynamics. Two independent
derivations of self-fertilization in Caenorhabditis
(Kiontke & Fitch, 2005) among the six species with
sequenced genomes will provide a useful platform for
testing the generality of breeding system as an im-
portant factor in TE evolution. Future studies will
help to further tease apart the selection pressures im-
posed by TEs, and the impact of selfing rates on TE
dynamics.
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